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Thank you for subscribing. Normally, one drug maker gets exclusive rights to make the low-cost generic version of a
medication for the first six months after it goes off patent. As part of the agreement, Pfizer granted licenses to Ranbaxy
authorizing the company to sell generic Lipitor in seven other important pharmaceutical markets: The drug maker settled
global patent disputes with Ranbaxy Laboratories, a generic drug maker in India that had threatened to market its own
version of Lipitor. You must select a newsletter to subscribe to. But contrary to popular belief, generics aren't identical
to brand-name drugs, says pharmacologist Joe Graedon, co-creator of the consumer health column the People's
Pharmacy. Pfizer announced an agreement Wednesday to head off generic competition for its flagship drug until
November up to 20 months later than many analysts had been expecting. No laws that govern how generics enter the
market have been broken, says Erik Gordon, an attorney and professor at the University of Michigan's Ross School of
Business. In any case, Mr. But a funny thing happened on the way to the pharmacy.Oct 5, - Over its branded history,
Lipitor brought in over $ billion in sales for Pfizer. But now the consumer is reaping the rewards; the generic version can
save a patient literally hundreds in health care dollars per month. Now that Lipitor is available generically as
atorvastatin, along with many other statins, what. Sep 3, - 7 Answers (question resolved) - Posted in: lipitor, high
cholesterol, atorvastatin, generic - Answer: I was taking 40mg/day of annuncigratuitiweb.com running. Jan 16, - Lipitor
is the most prescribed name-brand drug in America - nearly million people take it every day to control their cholesterol.
Since the statin entered the market in , it's earned. Feb 1, - In the February issue of the Harvard Health Letter, Editor in
Chief Dr. Anthony L. Komaroff answers a question that's on a lot of people's minds these days: is atorvastatin, the
generic version of the cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor, as good as the brand-name drug? Generic atorvastatin became
available for. Nov 30, - Currently the generic version of Lipitor will be produced by just two companies, according to
The New York Times, which notes that when a drug patent expires, the law allows only limited competition among
generic brands in the first six months. But after May 31, other generic versions will become available. Brand Names:
Lipitor. Generic Name: atorvastatin (Pronunciation: a TOR va sta tin). What is atorvastatin (Lipitor)? What are the
possible side effects of atorvastatin (Lipitor)? What is the most important information I should know about atorvastatin
(Lipitor)? What should I discuss with my healthcare provider before taking. What is Lipitor (atorvastatin)?; Is Lipitor
(atorvastatin) available as a generic drug? Do I need a prescription for Lipitor (atorvastatin)?; Why is Lipitor
(atorvastatin) prescribed to patients? What are the side effects of Lipitor (atorvastatin)?; What is the dosage for Lipitor
(atorvastatin)?; Which drugs or supplements interact with. Nov 23, - It should come as no surprise that HMOs, insurance
companies and many patients were thrilled to learn that Lipitor lost its patent last November and would become
available as generic atorvastatin at a reduced price. The first manufacturer to market a generic version of Lipitor in the
U.S. was an Indian. Jul 11, - Atorvastatin is a prescription medicine used to treat high cholesterol. It is marketed as a
calcium salt under the brand name Lipitor (atorvastatin calcium), produced by Pfizer. It is also available as a generic
medicine. Atorvastatin is one of the most popular medicines for treating high cholesterol. Tens of. Apr 25, - Generic
statins like Lipitor (atorvastatin) and Zocor (simvastatin) are still more popular, mostly because they cost less, but last
year Crestor was the If you choose to stick with the brand, most plans will no longer cover brand-name Crestor once the
generic is available, so expect to pay $ per month.
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